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Desperation leads Allie Simon to do something she wouldnâ€™t otherwise have done. A gently-bred

female doesnâ€™t offer herself to a stranger. If she does, she must be willing to accept the

consequences. But what if among those consequences is one she hadnâ€™t expected? Nicholas

Ashton knows all too well what awaits him at Waverton: marriage and the inevitable heir. He is only

too happy to delay his arrival by accepting an invitation from an old friend to spend a few weeks at

Groome Hall. When he is thrown (literally) into Allieâ€™s path, he begins to suspect his hitherto

calm, orderly life may never be the same.Allie and Nicholas might be determined to forget their very

unorthodox first meeting, but fate has other ideas. And when has fighting fate ever been easy?
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Even though there is no complexity to the plot and the characters are one-dimensional, they are fun

to read and to watch them wobble through the relationship that leads to the altar far too quickly. This

was a fairly quick read once I made an effort to delve into it. The predictability is known from the

beginning, no twists or turns, just comedic behavior that lends to the light tone.The author's writing

style is not complex and for those who do not seek complexity--this is a good book.



I would classify this as a story about the process of falling in love. We watch feelings develop

between our couple. They go from disdain to respect to friendship to love. It could have been a truly

satisfying read except for a very dark past that is hinted at in the latter park of the book. I

understand the need for a vehicle to explain how the h landed in her situation, but such deep

darkness has no place in the midst of what was up until then an enjoyable read. I found that even

after the happily ever after that disturbing image remained with me.

This one just didn't do anything for me except cause frustration. While the author explained this was

a Regency world of her own making, I found it baffling. This "virgins" rite was never fully explained --

at least as far as I got into the book. The heroine proceeded to get into one bad situation after

another. The hero was always mistaking her for a child, so apparently she looked like a ten year

old.I couldn't figure out what either saw in the other, except the hero was good looking.Perhaps if

there was some additional content added the story might prove worthwhile.

Again Delaney Cameron pulls you into a story swirling with secrets and hopes and romance. You

cannot leave it until you have finished the last page and pause with a smile to return and read the

best parts again. Lovely and yes clean romance--please, please Ms. Cameron keep writing. I

absolutely love everything from your pen.

Allie tries the ancient ritual of the spring virgin, standing out in the rain on a cold night she awaits a

man in the middle of the road. Nicholas comes along on his horse Pegasus and she alarms the

horse with rain and fog he fears up and throws his master. This is a story you are sure to enjoy but I

will not tell you more about it for you should read and enjoy what happens between Allie and

Nicholas.

Enjoyed these characters, and the story was well-written. Other than one disturbing scene of

violence (set in a dream) which was totally unnecessary, adding nothing to the plot or character

development, I recommend this one.

I found the Novella to be a short, sweet story about how conventions of that time period often found

two people in a situation where they find themselves having to get married. I did not like that it

ended so abruptly. I felt it could have gone just a wee bit further. I got this book on . .... LaMar



I didn't know what to expect because I have never read anything written by Cameron before. I

thoroughly enjoyed the characters and story. It was very well written and love story was actually

believable. Would recommend if looking for a quick read clean romance.
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